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DIVERSE STRATEGIES TO FLATTEN THE COVID-19 CURVE

• As COVID-19 spreads, diverse coping strategies have emerged across cities in the Global South

• Cities are hotspots for contagion outbreaks due to population density and economic agglomeration

• With Mayor Claudia Lopez’ leadership, Bogota is Colombia’s beacon of light and policy innovation 



Several countries have implemented complete lockdowns to prevent new contagion spike outbreaks

https://preview.flourish.studio/1886020/CRuY9C4y8tHzDYSBoxxnB0GMnARHefkbW0nGjpGSr0lNCRIBWIQ5CreMgDgprSTa/
https://preview.flourish.studio/1886020/CRuY9C4y8tHzDYSBoxxnB0GMnARHefkbW0nGjpGSr0lNCRIBWIQ5CreMgDgprSTa/


EPIDEMIOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC COSTS

1) Evidence that premature easing of lockdown

measures led to contagion spikes, and in many cities

– due to high density – quarantine may currently be

the main option available to avoid severe ICU health

crises in urban areas (Save lives)

2) Accelerating business failures and employment drops

even after large fiscal stimulus measures create costly

economic damage and human capital losses for

disadvantaged city dwellers (Save livelihoods)

• As new case numbers fall (ideally with R(0) < 1), there is urgent need to find an exit strategy from the lockdown

• Plan to reopen ideally continues to limit the human life/health costs and also allows economic reopening

• Below: challenges to phase out the lockdown, options to flatten the curve, and trade-offs involved are outlined



MULTIPLE CHALLENGES (1)

1) Lack of preparedness: in terms of supplies such as

medical protective gear, testing kits, and vaccination

development inputs as well as curve flattening plans

creates large urban and global spillovers

2) Not nimble enough: China was able to implement its

strategy, exceptionally fast, early and selectively with

geographic segmentation focusing on the city of

Wuhan in the province of Hubei

3) Exacerbated inequality: the social and economic

costs of social distancing are very unevenly

distributed in terms of human capital losses and

business network deterioration for SMEs – with a

huge potential drop in GDP and enormous rises in

poverty, vulnerability and inequality



MULTIPLE CHALLENGES (2)

4) Fiscal space limitations: Limit the burden on most

needy during delays putting into action an exit strategy

to phase out lockdown to support population segments

with the largest share of the burden

5) Social safety net precariousness: Quarantines for cities

in developing countries pose challenges linked to

informal sector workers – who lack social safe net

protection and cannot telework (digital divide).

Lockdown benefits/costs are unevenly distributed

hurting disproportionately young/vulnerable/poor



EXIT STRATEGIES FROM LOCKDOWN: 
ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL

Six possible exit strategies from quarantine measures

• Ease lockdown once infections decline, reimpose it again when they begin to rise, to repeat
as needed

• Retain strict lockdown measures until a vaccine is developed and tested so that economy
can be reopened once

• With antibody testing identify immunity and allow those people ‘out’; use lockdown
measures for those without a “passport”

• At the beginning of an outbreak, massive screening facilitates active case finding, as well as
contact tracing and quarantining

Scenario 3
Adaptive triggering

Scenario 1
Lockdown until vaccine

Scenario 4
Permits

Scenario 5
Bi-weekly testing

• Phase out measures such as event bans or school closures to keep infection rate steady and
manageable

Scenario 2
Ease off gradually

• Contact-tracing app, combined with widespread PCR testing, to alert people who were near
to someone who later tested positive.

Scenario 6
Contact tracing & testing



PHASING OUT LOCKDOWN GRADUALLY

• In principle it might be possible to
remove some of the measures
currently in place while retaining
others, in order to keep the
reproduction number R(0) below or
very close to 1.

• Evidence to date suggests this is
problematic as available evidence
suggests that of all measures taken so
far, only full lockdown may reduce R(0)
close enough to 1.

• Easing off alone is better than sudden
reopening, but will probably create
another outbreak in due course.



A CONTACT-TRACING REGIME THAT GETS R(0) < 1

Lockdown
R(0) = 0.7

Do nothing
R(0)= 2.5

App-based CT with testing on 
demand R(0) < 1

Self-isolation, school closures, 
social distancing

R(0) = 2

Lockdown can only end with R in this zone if the health 
impact is to be contained

R(0) estimates completely imputed (for illustrative purposes only)

The second condition for exiting lockdown is that the contact tracing technology is good enough to hold

the reproduction number R(0) below or close to 1. If it fails to do so, further lockdown will be required.

The achievable level of R(0) depends on:

• High coverage of the population – modelling work suggests the large majority of the population

would need to be involved.

• Rapid notification to isolate – time-to-isolation is critical to reducing spread.

• Accurate diagnosis – mass isolation triggered by self-reporting could undermine trust, so swift mass

testing is essential



CONTACT-TRACING REGIMES IN PRACTICE

App-based technology can help
if coverage is high and alerts
are immediate

From Luca Ferreti et al. (April, 2020), Quantifying SARS-CoV-2 
transmission suggests epidemic control with digital contact tracing



EXIT STRATEGY TRADEOFFS
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(N.B. Illustrative only). Health assumptions on MRC Centre for Global Infectious Disease Analysis Reports 9 and 13 
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EXIT STRATEGIES SAVE BOTH LIVES & LIVELIHOODS 

• Learning from different strategies based on massive testing
(e.g. Germany and South Korea), contact tracing (e.g. Japan
and Singapore) and also social distancing (e.g. geographic
segmentation in China) improved knowledge on potential
policies for cities to slow down contagion and fatalities

• Indeed, planning a solid post-lockdown strategy could
flatten the curve for good – saving both lives and
livelihoods while also minimizing total lockdown time

• Moreover, halting the lockdown without an alternate
strategy to flatten the curve will probably provoke another
contagion spike, that would be disastrous for both public
health and macroeconomic performance

• An optimal exit path involves savings lives and substantially saving livelihoods by dampening the overall economic
cost of COVID-19 with fiscal stimulus and reforms to create more formal employment (Jobs & Economic
Transformation – JET), which has higher wages, higher benefits and is more stable

• During the lockdown and the ongoing gradual reopening of the economy, it has been instrumental to find creative
ways to distribute aid, stagger work schedules, and optimize public transport to make social distancing possible
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GEOGRAPHIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC SEGMENTATION

• The potential of app-based contact tracing, combined with mass testing, to lower 
R(0) is uncertain and would require continual adjustment and improvement relative 
to the experience in Japan and Singapore.

• Supplementary approaches that were very effective in China could be used to limit 
the health and economic damage during that process:

• Geographic segmentation: There is substantial variation in the prevalence of the 
virus in different parts of the country. It may therefore be wise to take a regional 
approach to lockdown measures, easing them off in regions where case 
numbers are lower.

• Demographic segmentation: It may be possible to ease lockdown measures on 
the working-age population first, especially if the propensity to COVID-19 is 
higher for older populations.


